DISTRIBUTION OF MANUAL

DLA-MM arranges the distribution of this manual and amendments to the military publication distribution centers based on requirements input to DASC-RX by the Military Services.

1. Automatic Distribution
   b. Army - code C for USA, USAR, and code D for ARNG IAW DA Form 12-9A requirements for Petroleum Management.
   c. Air Force - code F as indicated in AFR 7-1.

2. Additional copies may be obtained by the local publication distribution office (PDO) from the following distribution centers:
   a. Navy PDOs shall address initial distribution to:
      Naval Aviation Supply Office Physical Distribution Division, Code 103 5801 Tabor Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099
      ... additional copies as cognizance symbol I material to:
      Commanding Officer Naval Publications and Forms Center 5801 Tabor Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099
   b. Army units use DA Form 12-9A for initial distribution (indicate petroleum management). PDOs use instructions in DA Pamphlet 310-10 to obtain additional copies from:
      Commanding Officer USA AG Publication Center 2800 Eastern Boulevard Baltimore, MD 21220-2896
   c. Air Force/Air National Guard PDOs order copies from:
      Air Force Publishing Distribution Center 2800 Eastern Boulevard Baltimore, MD 21220-2896
   d. DLA, OSD, and other Federal Agencies:
      ATTN: DASC-WD DLA Administrative Support Center 8725 John J. Kingman Road, STE 0119 Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-6220